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DRIVEN Investment welcomes Kramke Baugesellschaft as the first tenant in 
WorkHub 2 of the Potsdam Think CampusPressemitteilung 
 

• Kramke Baugesellschaft mbH rents around 320 square metres in WorkHub 2Kramke  

• 5-year lease with option to extend  

• WorkHub 1 of the Think Campus has already been successfully let to SimpliOffice and private 

universities 

 
Berlin/Potsdam, 19 August 2021: DRIVEN Investment welcomes Kramke Baugesellschaft mbH as the 
first tenant in WorkHub 2 of the new Potsdam Think Campus. The company is part of the Kramke 
Baugruppe, an owner-managed medium-sized group of companies based in Potsdam that has been 
operating successfully in the market for almost 15 years. The lease begins on 01 July this year and runs 
initially for five years with an option to extend for a further five years. 
 
Diversity and networking in the Think Campus 
"After SimpliOffice, the University of Europe for Applied Sciences (UE) and the GISMA Business School, 
we are now pleased to welcome Kramke Baugesellschaft mbH, a local company from Potsdam, to the 
Think Campus," says Toğrul Gönden, Managing Director of DRIVEN Investment. "This shows that our 
office space, which is geared towards intelligence, flexibility and cost-effectiveness, is also finding 
favour with companies in the local market. Kramke employees will undoubtedly enrich the diverse 
community at Think Campus." 
 
Located directly next to the large SAP Innovation Centre, the Think Campus WorkHub 1 and WorkHub 
2 multi-tenant buildings have a combined floor space of around 11,300 square metres and were 
developed by DRIVEN Investment in collaboration with Berlin-based architects Bollinger + Fehlig with 
a modern façade of aluminium elements, a light-flooded atrium and ultra-modern open and spacious 
office areas. 
 
 
DRIVEN Investment GmbH 
DRIVEN Investment GmbH was founded in Berlin in December 2018. As a new player in the project 
development and investment segment, the company has started with a Germany-wide logistics 
portfolio as well as the development of sensational projects such as the "Think Campus" and the 
"Paradome" in Potsdam and the "Überseeinsel" in Bremen. Trust, transparency and openness are the 
pillars of the corporate philosophy. Behind DRIVEN are shareholders with many years of lead 
experience in the real estate industry. The company's managing directors are Toğrul Gönden and Horst 
Weis, and the managing partners are Dr. Ingo Holz, Thorsten Krauß and Ingo Weiss. 
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